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A. Background
I. INTRODUCTION
The 1973 Plenipotentiary Conference of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) resolved that a World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) be
convened for the plann i ng of the Broadcasting-Satellite Service in the )2-GHz
band (11.7-12.2 Gliz in Regions 2 and 3, and 11.7-12.5 Ghlz in Region 1). In
Region 2, this band is also allocated on a coequal basis to the Fixed, Fixed-
Satellite (Space-to-Garth), Mobile (except Aeronautical Mobile), and Broad-
casting Servicee.
The Administrative Council of the ITU subsequently determined that the
WARC would meet in Geneva in January 1977 with the following agenda;
(1) To establish the sharing criteria for the bands 11 7-12 2 GHz (in
Regions 2 and 3) and 11.7-12. 5 GHz (in Region 1) between the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service and the other services to which these
bands are allocated, namely-
- the Fixed Service
—	 the Mobile Service (except the Aeronautical Mobile)
— the Broadcasting Service
—	 the Fixed-Satellite Service (Space-to-Earth) in Region 2
(2) To plan for the Broadcasting-Satellite Service in the above-mei 	 d
bands in accordairce with Resolution No. 27 of the Plenipotentiary
Conference (Torremolinos, 1973) and Resolution No. Spa 2-2 of the
World Administrative Conference for Space Telecommunications,
Geneva, 1971
(3) To establish procedures to govern the use of these bands by the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service and by the other services mentioned
in point 1 above to the extent considered necessary by the Conference
In the U.S.A. , this band is allocated on a coequal basis to the 3roadcasting-
Satellite and Fixed-Satellite Services, and on a secondar y basis to the
i	 :Mobile Service.
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A Joint Industry-Government Committee was established in June 1975
to advise the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in preparing the
proposals to be set forth by the U.S.A. at the 1977 WARC concerning the use
of the 12-CHz frequency band. Six working groups (WC) were appointed and
designated WG-A (Definitions), WG-B (Sharing Principles), WG-C (Sharing
Criteria), WG-D (Evolution of Requirements), WG-E (International Non-
technical Implications), and WG-F (Procedures). r>	 j
p
This is the report of WG-C (Sharing Criteria) and constitutes a consensus
of the participants of this group.	 It contains recommendations regarding the
position to be taken by the United States delegation concerning agenda item 1
of the 1977 WARC.
B. Scope of the Report
c;,t
The need to examine the characteristics and requirements of domestic
Broadcasting- and Fixed-Satellite systems, to define sharing criteria, and to
explore the possibility of adopting ''performance standards'' in future rules
and regulations for the 11.7-12.2 GHz band is motivated by three primary
considerations:
(1) Sharing criteria and performance standards to be adopted may affect
the efficiency with which services in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band can
share the orbital arc and the frequency band.
(2) As previously noted, the 11.7-12.2 GHz band is allocated to two space
services and three terrestrial services in Region 2. Without
Et	 appropriate sharing criteria and performance standards, it is
%	 ocssihle that certain applications within these services may be
precluded. Moreover, the sluing criteria and performance standards
may affect the quantity and quality of communications that can be
achieved in certain applications.
;4
The membership list for 1VG-C is given in Appendix B.
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(3) Fixed-Satellite and Broadcasting-Satellite systems operating in the
11.7-12.2 GHz band may affect or be affected by: (a) U.S. terrestrial
services in the band on a secondary basis, fb) both satellite and
terrestrial systems that may be implemented outside of the U.S. in
the 11.7-12.2 GI-!z band, and (c) satellite and terrestrial services
that operate in the bands adjacent, or in harmonic relation, to the
11.7-12.2 GHz band.
A United States position relating to new radio regulations for the operation
of Fixed-Satellite and Broadcasting -Satellite Services in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band
must be predicated upon detailed analyses of the technical performance of
systems in these services. This must include an assessment of the intersystem
interference potential of the two satellite services, and the interference poten-
tial of these satellite services to and from terrestrial services operating
within the band and adjacent to it.
At this time, the technical characteristics of domestic satellite systems
Mat will operate in this band are not well defined. This is particularly true of
the Broadcasting-Satellite Service in Region 2. In addition, the interpretation
of the definitions of Fixed-Satellite and Broadcasting-Satellite Services is
currently evolving.
In view of the foregoing factors, this report is limited primarily to an
identification and discussion of the technical considerations that determine the
suitability of various system and subsystem parameters as candidates for
specification as sharing criteria or performance standards. Specific recom-
mendations are given in the case of a few parameters, but it is believed that
the specification of additional criteria and standards should await further
definition of the services that will share the band and more authoritative
information on the technical characteristics and economic considerations of
systems in those services.
Fr"
II. SHARING CRITE"RIA AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
FOR SATELLITE  SYSTEMS SHARING IN REGION 2
A number of system parameters have been suggested as candidates for
sharing criteria and performance standards in the responses to Notices of
inquiry in FCC Docket No. 20468, in technical papers, in International Radio
Consultative Committee. ICCIRI reports and documents, and as a result of the
Joint lndustry `Government Coinmittee meetings. Candidate parameters can be
classified into three categories:
I I1 System Parameters
121 Space Station Parameters
131 Earth Station Parameters
Table 1 presents a listing of the candidate sharing criteria and performance
standards under the three catego •ies defined above.
TABLE 1
CANDIDATE AREAS FOR SHARINu CRITERIA
System Space Station Garth Station
Polarization Stationkeeping Receiver interference
rejection
Channelization Satellite
repositioning Antenna size and
Q'lality of discrimination
c 01`11 til l III l cat I Oils Out-of-band
emission limits 'receiver noise
Energy dispersal temperature
Cessation of
Modulation methods emissions :Antenna repointing and
receiver retl-using
Acceptable levels Tower flux
of interference density limits Antenna pointing
accuracy
Antenna pointing
accuracy
t	 f
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A. System parameters
1. polarization. The use of orthogonal polarization can increase the
capacity of the geostationary orbit reaching, in the limit, twice the capacity
that could be realized with a single polarizati - i . For example, satellites
can be spaced more closely, with orthogonal polarization used on cochannel
signals from adjacent satellites. Alternatively, it may be practical to use
both polarizations within a single channel (or on frequency-interleaved channels)
fromthe same satellite if the isolation required to avoid interchannel inter-
ference is not too great.
For the first years of service in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band, the capability
to place satellites closer together appears to offer advantages over frequency
reuse in a single. satellite. However, in the special case where adjacent
satellites have identical interleaved channelization plans, the benefits of both
adjacent satellite cross polarization and adjacent channel cross polarization
may be obtained. That is, by alternating between orthogonal polarizations on
a channel-by-channel basis in each satellite and having orthogonal polarizations
between similar channels in the adjacent satellite, both types of polarization
discrimination can be achieved.
Orthogonal polarization can be obtained in the case of linearly polarized
signals by the use of horizontal and vertical polarization; or, in the case of
circularly polarized signals, by the use of right- and left-hand senses of
polarization. Linear polarization is generally preferred because it affords
greater discrimination in the sidelobes. However, there are some operaConal
advantages in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service in the use of circular polari-
zation (i. e. , earth station antennas need not be aligned).
Several factors influence the amount of overall polarization discrimination
that can be obtained in practice: the discrimination in different parts of the
antenna beam, the frequency of operation, polarizer performance, the depolar-
ization due to atmospheric and ionospheric effects, scattering from the ground,
satellite orientation stability, intersystem geometry, and polarization
tracking.
rAlthough upwards of 33 dB of discrimination can be obtained within the
t-dB gain contour of a large-aperture antenna, the other factors mentioned
above combine to reduce the overall discrimination to less than 25 dB in the
main beam for a 4- and b-GHz band signal subject to the influence of the
atmosphere and the ionosphere. In the sidelobes of the antenna beams, the
overall cross polarization discrimination at 4 and 6 GHz may `.2 less than
10 dB.
The amount of polarizatiuii discrimination that can be achieved and
maintained over long periods in systems operating at 12 GHz or above is not
accurately known. While the depolarizing effects of Faraday rotation decrease
with increasing frequency, the depolarization of signals due to precipitation
increas ss markedly as the frequency is increased. In the presence of rain,
the polarization discrimination that can be relied on in the 12-G1-1c band in the
main beam may be quite imall, and ma, be even less in the sidelobe region.
However, at the same time that depolarization is taking place, signal attenua-
tions are usually high due to absorption and scattering by precipitatiun to the
point where the link may be out of service anyway.
Because of the improvements in utilization of spectrum and orbit that
can result, it will be desirable to incorporate some form of polarization
discrimination into the design of future systems. Because of the lack of
definitive information, it is considered premature to recommend a specific
polarization plan as a standard. In the interim, system designers are urged
to use polarization discrimination in their design considerations. We expect
that results of the Canadian "technology Satellite (CTSi experiments will provide
useful information in this area.
2. Channelization. ChannelizaGon pertains to frequency usage or a
frequency plan that sets forth- tai location of carrier frequencies, tbl assign-
ment of bandwidth to usable communications, and tcl assignment of bandwidth
to guard bands. Good practice in the channelization of the 500-MHz bandwidth
included in the 11. 7-12.2 GIIz band should involve a high-percentage allocation
of bandwidth to usable communications w•hlle allowing for adequate protection
for both in-band and adjacent band services.
F,
Frequency interleaving, or the technique of offsetting the carrier
frequencies of one satellite for one set of transponders in a single satellite)
relative to the carrier frequencies of another can reduce the likelihood and
level of interference, and thus increase the efficiency of orbit and spectrum
utilization.
Because of both the wide diversity in services that have been itypothesized
and which could be offered in this band, and the resulting large differences in
the characteristic bandwidths of systems designed to supply these services, it
is premature to recommend any specific channelization plan as a standard
or to specify a minimum allocation of the 500 MHz to usable communications.
This wide diversity is evident from a review of the possible systems set forth
in the U.S. MR contribution (Doc. USSC BC/838) entitled -Functional User
Requirements.- However, system designers are urged to develop frequency
plans that make efficient use of the frequency band for usable communications.
With regard to the protection of out-of-band services, the objective is
to establish an acceptable level of interference (see Section 133). The system
designer should then have the freedom to select among the use of guard bands,
filtering, satellite location, effective isotropically radiated power (ElRP),
antenna pattern, etc. , to meet the interference, objective.
3. Quality of Communications. CCIR Recommendation 280 sets forth
minimum signal-to-noise (SIN) ratios which should be achieved in a °2500-km
hypothetical reference circuit for the transmission of television. 	 These
values range between 50 and 57 dB, depending on the kind of system, for the
peak-to-peak luminance signal to r. m. s, weighted noise. Such high ratios
are desirable because such television signals often will be distributed further
over large distances and wiR suffer some subsequent impairments before they
reach the viewer.
In the case of Broadcasting-Satellite systems, l.owever, the receiving
installations will be much closer to the viewer, and will not be significantly
degraded further by subsequent transmission systems. Thus, lower design
tiisA
values for signal-to-noise ratio should be sufficient. For instance, CCIR
Report 215-3 gives exatiiples of 12-0141 Broadcasting-Satellite systents for
community and individual reception as having S/N ratios of onl y 42 dB. 1hoev
lower required signal-to-noise. ratios permit either lower LIRP or lower earth
station gain-lo-natse.-Conipcaraturc, ratios 1G, 1'a) or both. '"lhey also allow
higher levels of imersystew. interference, and hence closer satellite spacings
than would be. required in higher-S ''N systems.
In the case of Fixed-Satellite systems, the noise power in a teleplione
channel of a satellite-supplied "livpothetical reference circuit for freclaency
division tiiult.iplex(FI)Ntl tclep',orr'" should be as set fortis in CCIR Recommenda-
tion 353-2. For example, the total noise front all sources should not exceed
10, 000 pWop more than 20 percent of the tinie. Although no reduction in these
levels for the quality of channels to remote areas which do not require further
distribution by landline is discussed in the recommendation, recently proposed
systems have been de- ,, ned using lower S,, N levels.
It is important to set a htoit not only on the minimum quality to be supplied
]tut on the maximun, quality that should receive protection from interfering
sources. High-quality s y stenis impose a requirement for to%v levels of
ii,terference fruits other systenis sharing the orbit and the spectrum. No
ricoistmendation can tic iiiadv at this time. of tl-iis upper tevel to be protvcted
until furtlier studies have beeti made.
4.	 Energy Dispvrsal. luring certain transimssion periods, the peat
power density of a carrier mnai significantly increase idurin,g tm,es of lov-
traffic -)it 	 tuleplione circuits, or the tratisinission -it an all-black
oral.l-ttltile tel.='oaten scones. During such transmissionperiods. the peak
poxver density can be reduced, thcruby limiting the peak interference presented
to other shating services by causing tl,_ carrier energy to tie dispersed. As
discussed in CLIP heport 384 (Pte use of currently available , ne-rgy dispersal
tethniquus cart reduce the peak power density, pur 4 1• 11z, d,irmg light loading
to witlim 5 dB of that during, fall to tding conditions.
texts of the \111 Plenary Assembly of the CLIP, Volume 4, Geneva, 1474.
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While it would be desirable to require the carrier energy to be dispersed
during these times to limit the peak interference presented to other sharing
services to an acceptable level, there could be a significant impact on the cost
of Broadcasting-Satellite systems. Energy dispersal could require modification
to the television set or abandonment of inexpensive receive r/convert >.r units
which transform broadcasting satellite frequency modulation (FM) into stardard
-f V amplitude modulation (AM).
With these considerations in mind, we recommend the establishment of an
acceptable level of interference or a peak power flux density as the more basic
sharing criteria, thus leaving to the system designer the methods of achieve-
ment, which include, among other things, the use of energy dispersal techniques
5. Modulation Methods. '10 keep spacecraft power requirements to
practical levels, either frequency modulation or phase-shift-keying (PSK) is
normally preferred for both Fixed-Satellite and Broadcasting-Satellite systems.
For a given baseband, however, the RF banclw:dth occupied by the modulated
carrier depends on the peak-to-peak deviation (for FM) or the number of
transmitted phases (for PSK) specified by the system designer. His choice
depends, in turn, on the desired signal quality within the constraints of
available satellite EIRP, bandwidth, and expected channel noise. In addition,
economic corsideration: .nd multiplexing and signal processing techniques used
in forming the baseband are important.
Although orbit- spectrum utilization tends to increase as the ratio of RF
bandwidtl. to baseband bandwidth increases, economic considerations may
favor modulation parameter %slues that require less RF bandwidth in preference
to those that minimize. RF power requirements or maximize orbit-spectrum
utilization. For these reasons, coupled with uncertainties in system require-
ments and characteristics and evolving technology, it is premat+ire to specify
system standards regarding modulation methods or RF channel bandwidths.
Further, it may never be desirable to specify modulation standards since
other more basic criteria may influence system design to produce efficient
and shared use of the orbit and spectrum.
r
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6. Acceptable bevels of Interference. The defini:iun of acceptable levels
of interference iR a fundamental sharing criterion because the required spacing
between adjacent satellites operating in the 11.7-12.2 GI-Iz band is directly
related. "'ratlitionally, the level of interference from a satellite into a 	
I
terrestrial earth station is limited to 1000 pWop.'° (This amounts to 10 percent
i
of the total system noise budget of 10, 000 p1Wop.) For (he case of interference 	 1
°roni satellites into earth stations of other satellite systems, a limit of 	 J
1000 pWop is also recommended.'' 	 {
Flowever, orbit .-spec: rum utilization usually can be improved without
sacrificing message quality by permitting a higher interference level iii	 1
combination with a compensatory reduction in the perntitted thermal and
intermodulation levels. To illustrate, changes from the values presently
employed in the proportion between interference and thermal noise ! ­ay lead to
an overall Improvement in the -itilization of the band. Further study is
necessary iii this area, especiall '. for thin-route applications
Acceptable levels of interference for the 11.7-12.2 GFIz band may differ
from those -stablished for the 4- and 6-GFIz band. Definition of 09 ese nL w
levels will require an understanding of the specific types of nex services that
ma-,be offered by Broadcasting-Satellite and Fi yed-Satellite systems that will
share the band. Because •-` the general uncertainties that piesentl- exist in
such service definitions, studies should be directed toward amending current
CCIR recomn'tendations as may be appropriate (e. g. , for transmission o.
digital voicel, and developing nett recommendations to address spacial and net•
servi^cs that may be offered (e.g. , transmiscion of wideband digital signals).
B. Space Station Parameters
1. Stationkeeping. East-West excursions of the satellite will increase
:he spacing required between adjacent satellites to keep interference to an
acceptable level. In turn, the degree to which the orbital arc and the
11. 7-12.2 GHz band are efficiently utilized is affected.
CCIR Recommendation 357-2 (Texts of the XIII Plenar Assembl of the CCIRy	 y	 ,
Volume 9, Geneva, 19741.
= CCIR Recommendation 466 (Texts of the \III Plenary Assembly of the CCIR,
,
	 Volume 9, Geneva, 1974).
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Considering the negligible amount of fuel needed to control East-West
excursions of a geostationary communications satellite and the desire to
maximize the number of satellites which may share the orbital arc, a require-
ment to maintain each satellite to within t0. 1 degree appears reasonable and
is reconirnended. North-South stationkeeping may also be appropriate to
preclude the requirement for earth station antenna tracking, to reduce the loss
due to pointing error, or to minimize the energy radiated outside the desired
coverage area.
To be more specific , the amount of satellite motion allowed involves
several considerations which affect sharing. First, the drift in the East-Nest
direction is essentially wasted orbital space. That is, satellite spacing will be
primarily determined by an allowable level of interference presented to the
earth stations operating with adjacent satellites. The allowable satellite drift
must be added to tite minimum separation based on interfere^tce considerations.
7o illustrate, if satellite drift is tolerated to tl degree, Z degrees of wasted
orbital arc result per satellite. Fur satellites operating in the Fixed-Satellite.
Service, tl degree drift %vtll require the earth station antennas to track the
satellite to keep it in the ri-tin beam. For smaller earth station antennas,
large satellite excursions %rill impose large pointing losses or the requirement
for a tracking antenna. "fhe last point to be considered is that the weight
penalty is generally insignificant for East-\Vest control. \Vith these considera-
tions in mind, it is concluded that satellites should be controlled to at least
1:0.1 degree.
With regard to North-South control, although some of the same considera-
tions apple, the impact on sateNite spacing and interference to earth stations
operating keith adjacent satellites is considerably smaller. Satellites in
near-geostationary orbit %will drift in inclination approxin--tely 0.8 degree
per year, giving rise to motion which is primarily in the Iv, ,lh-South direction.
Pointing loss which res^tlts from this inclination can be compensated for by
increasing satellite I- IRP or, to a certain extent, by spacecraft antenna
repointing. Increasuig EIRP is generally an undesiraole solution sincee it
increases the likelihood of interference and is wasteful of spacecraft power
11
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and weight, It is our recommendation that North-South stationkeeping limits
not be specified. Rather, we recommend that the _^stem designer offset the
effects of North-South motion either through stationkeeping to :LO,I degree or
through the combination of earth station antenna design and space station antenna
pointing to keep the satellite radiated power level and footprint the same as it
would be with the satellite North-South motion controlled to 0,1 degree.
2. Satellite Repositio ninj. Requiring satellites to have the capability
to be repositioned will increase the flexibility of Administrations in assigning
orbital positions as they are applied for without precluding the implementation
of an orbit-sharing plan in the future. Considering cost (fuel)*, it appears
reasonable to require limited move capability after the satellite has been
established in an assigned position. A total excursion of approximately
10 degrees ,night be a reasonable bound consistent with maintaining system
performance and requiring, at most, repointing at the satellite antenna. The
performance impact is a function of the initial station, the desired coverage
area, and the degree of antenna pattern shaping employed in optimizing antenna
gain and reducing spillover. Larger excursions can require a broadening of the
antenna pattern (loss of gain in spillover) to accommodate the altering shaping
of the coverage area from different satellite view angles corresponding to the
shift in the satellite longitude. On-orbit shaping of the antenna coverage
pattern is impractical with satellite antennas of the type used today and must
await the development of practical phased array (or equivalent) antennas.
In the future, two changes may evolve which will alter the position
established here. First, antenna configurations and patterns may become
more complex, leading to more sensitivity to satellite position and therefore
reducing the allowable amount of excursion before requiring realignment.
With current designs, the expenditure at approxim .tely 1 percent of total
on-orbit satellite weight for repositioning fuel will make possible one
reposition at 3 degrees/day. Alternatively, this same amount of fuel can be
used for more repositions at slower rates. A single reposition of 10 degrees/
day would increase the fuel requirement by a factor of approximately three.
No recommendation is made here for the percentage of satellite weight to be
allocated for repositioning fuel.
12
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The second change may be advancements in the state-of-the-art related to the
capability to remotely realign the satellite antenna pattern from the ground.
The final point to be made is hat a satellite repositioning will affect the earth
stations and must be considered as discussed in Section C4.
i, Out-of-Band Emission Limits. At present, the ITU Radio Regulations
do not specify tolerable levels of spurious emissions (either in- or out-of-band)
above 235 1%11lz, stating only that they should be -as low as practicable." Receiv-
ers with inadequate frequency selectivity will be subject to interference from
out-of-band transmissions, and transmitters having insufficient suppression of
spurious emissions will cause such interference. Theoretically, no transmitter
can be perfectly "clean" nor receiv--r completely ir.zmune even at frequencies
far removed from the desired channel, but in practice the problem is of concern
mainly in the adjacent frequency channels and at band edges, especially where
the characteristics of the systems change marl<edly from one service to another
in the adjoining band (as in the case of radio astronomy at 2690 MHz, which is
adjacent to the 2500-2690 MHz Broadcasting Satellite band). Interference can
be reduced by both decreasing the level of out-of-band emissions and reducing
the out-of-band sensitivity of receivers. The burden of minimizing interference
should fall on both services.
In the case of interference to the Fixed and Mobile Service in the band
10.7-11.7 GI-lz from satellite emission in the band 11.7 -12.2 Gl-lz, one measure
of degradation is the out-of-band interference as a percentage of the total per-
missible in-band interference. Values between 1 percent and 100 percent have
been suggested (that is, levels between 20 and 0 dB, respectively, below the
aggregate of currently permissible interference from in-band satellite systems),
A preliminary and simplified analysis is outlined in Appendix A for the case
of permitted interference of 10 dB below in-band satellite interference, which
leads to an estimate of the order-of-magnitude of the interference problem that
i
may be created by satellites operating in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band to services
operating in the band immediately below 11.7 GHz. Five types of satellite
systems are considered:
13
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Type 1	 Fixed-Service	 Wideband Digital
Type 2	 Fixed-Service	 Narrowband Digital
Type 3	 Fixed-Service	 Second Generation
Type 4	 Broadcasting-Service	 EIRP = 55 dBw
Type 5	 Broadcasting-Service	 EIRP = 65 dBw
Radio Regulation 470NQ now specifies power flux densities (PFDs) that
satellite systems may generate, based on a calculation of the in-band
interference that would likely result. It should be pointed out that the PFD
limit adopted by the ITU in Radio Regulation 470NQ for the 10. 7-11.7 GHz
band was not the result of a definitive study of the effect of a model array of
satellite interferers on typical radio-relay systems. Rather, the PFD li•nit
previously established at 4 GIIz (470NL) was extrapol ,ted to higher frequencies,
taking some —but not all — of the systems differences into account. Moreover,
additional study is required on the manner in which out-of-band emissions add
to the ]^.?el of interference as well as affecting system availability. There-
fore, no recommendation can be made at this time.
Calculations should be made of the interference caused to terrestrial
systems in the 10.1 -11. 7 GHz band by an assumed array of Broadcasting
Satellites and Fixed Satellites in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band, takii,g into account
that regional allocations differ.
Transmission of terrestrial services in bands adjacent to the 11.7-12.2
GHz band should be analyzed to determine the levels of interference that would
be caused to Broadcasting-Satellite and Fixed-Satellite systems in the
11.7-12.2 GHz band, including the susceptability of earth stations to adjacent
band emissions.
4. Cessation of Emissions. Capability to command service emissions
to be turned off if the satellite deviates beyond standards prescribed for
sharing compatibility is recommended. This capability is suggested to avoid
interference with sharing services when the satellite deviates beyond the
limits established for excursions from its assigned location or deviations
from authorized operating characteristics.
14
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5. Power Fl-x Density Limits. The issue of power flux density limits
raises a number of difficult questions, for example;
(1) Should a limit be established?
(2) if so, ]tow should the limit be established and when should it be
imposed?
(3) Should power flux density limits be different for different services
sharing the same band?
(4) Lf so, on what basis should the limits be different?
(5) I-Iow are satellites offering both Fixed and Broadcasting Services dealt
with ?
(b) What are Fixed and Broadcasting Services?
(7) Should a limit be established outside the service area? Should it have
a different value?
Powe flux density limits are generally addressed from two points of view;
first, the impact of PFD on orbital spacing requirements and second, what PFD
is needed for a particular application. Clearly, in the limit, as the allowable
LIRP is increased, the number of satellites which may share an orbit segment
approaches unity. This consideration leads to two general conclusions. First,
if an application is put forth whose implementation requires an extremely high
LIRP, it is questionable whether the system should be approved even if the need
based on the application for the high EIRP can be established. That is,
acceptable levels of LIRP must be determined from both "need" considerations
and their iropact on other services sharing the band. 71hc second conclusion to
be drawn is that at some time PFD limits must be established if a proposed
service would require an LIRP level which would cause excessivee interference
if not the exclusion of other services in the band.
The question of different limits for different services in the band is a
most difficult one from several points of view. It has already been stated
that justification of a PFD must go beyond the simple establishment of a
-need. A second point of viex concerns the lack of agreement which now
exists as to what a Fixed-Satellite or a Broadcasting-Satellite Service is.
A third point concerns the possibility that both Fixed and Broadcasting
15
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Services may be offered by the same satellite or through the same satellite
transponder channel.
In summary, the need for a power flux density limit at some time is likely
The timing for such a limit is not known.
b. Antenna Pointing Accuracy. The accuracy with which a satellite
antenna beam is pointed affects the (II signal level within the desired coverage
area, (2) interference levels in adjacent areas, and (3) interference at the
satellite via the uplink. Considering (1). the design is generally such that a
given signal quality is provided at the edge of the coverage area. To achieve
this requires the proper combination of satellite CIRP, beam pointing accuracy,
and earth station G,'i. I- lie tradeoff and subsequent selection of the parameters
is a system design function.
White the determination of (1) should be the prerogative of the designer,
it may be desirable to constrain his choice of antenna beam pointing accuracy
since this directly impacts orbit'` spectrum utilization, as indicated by (2) ai,d
(3). further, a relatively tight control is implied since the gain slope of the
antenna is quite high at the edge of the coverage area; hence a small angular
error can significantly affect mutual sharing capability. Oil 	 other hand,
increasing pointing accuracy implies increasing spacecraft cost and complexity.
For example, it may be necessary to improve attitude control techniques and,or
include pointing aids such as interferometer traclOng.
The manner and clegree to which beam pointing should be controlled, if at
all, is not straightforward; hence any recommendations slwuH lie the result of
a study considering at least the following:
(11 Impact oil 	 complexity and cost
(2) Impact oil 	 orbit utilization
131 Tradeoff between specifying constant pointing error and `or pointing
error as a function of beamwidth
(4) Recommended sidelobe patterns as presently undergoing review of
%V ARC i'.
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C. Earth Station Parameters
t.	 Deceiver Interference Rejection. The question of receiver interference
rejection capability was introduced in general terms in the section on out-of- 	 _J
band emission limits (Section 1331.
Filtering in the satellite is difficult in terms of the weight and volurne it
requires and the insertion loss it causes, but the same requirements may not
be as costly or difficult to achieve in earth stations — even those designed to be
low-cost. Current low-cost receiver designs at 12 GI-1z are capable of
30-d13 rejection at the center frequency of an adjacent channel 40 XlHz away.
Even so, interference rejection does not appear to be a characteristic
that should be regulated. Rather, a limit should be set on the out-of-band
interference reaching an earth station. The system designer must then design
his system to provide the desired service quality in the presence of such
interference-	 i
1
a
-1 lie level should follow the equal burden principle previously set forth.
T'Inat is, the interference reaching earth station receivers operating in the
11.7-12.2 GI-lz band from out-of-band emissions should be as small as any
limits established to protect out-of-band receivers from 11..7-12.2 GIiz band
emissions (see. Section B3).
2. Antenna Size. and Discrimiination. Orbit spectrum utilization can be
increased by employing narrow earth station antenna patterns (bearnwidths)
having tow•
 sidelobe levels. This worthwhile goal implies larger-aperture and
more costly antennas. Such capability is inherent in most Fixed-Satellite.
Service earth stations since economic considerations dictate such an approach
when there are a relatively small number of earth stations involved. As the
demand for satellite service increases, it becomes desirable to decrease the
cost of the earth station equipment sincee this tends to promote the growth of
the service. This could imply smaller, less costly antennas, suggesting that
benefits of a service, as well as orbit/spectrum utilization, should be
l7
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considered when imposing standards. In view of this, and the preliminary
nature of the satellite cervices :n this band, it is believed that constraining
antenna size would be premature. On the other hand, reasonable sidelobe
control should be implemented, and recommendations are now under study.
3. Receiver Noise Temperature. Low receiver noise temperature
implies that lower EIRP satellite transmissions may be employed to achieve
a required level of system performance. For a given level of total satellite
power, the lower the earth station receiver noise temperature, the higher the
capacity of the satellite and therefore the higher the efficiency in the use of the
orbital slot and the spectrum.
The designer's choice, in his selection of the earth station receiver noise
temperature, is influenced by two primary considerations — one technical and
one economic. From a technical viewpoint, as the receiver noise temperature
is reduced to increase the capacity of the system, the receiver becomes more
susceptible to the effects of rain and to interference from adjacent satellite
transmissions. Froth an economic viewpoint:, the earth station cost increases
with decreasing receiver noise temperature.
Since the efficient use of the orbital are and the spectrur is of fundamental
importance in our considerations in this report, the use of low-noise receivers
is to be encouraged. However, several attendant factors mist be considered.
Low-noise receivers will require int reased protection from adjacent satellite
interference and higher elevation ang l es to the satellite to limit the effects
of rain. On the other hand, lour-noise receivers lead to lower satellite
radiated power and therefore less interference to other systems.
Conversely, the use of inexpensive receivers leads to h `' - -` --
temperature. This in turn requires a higher level of satelli
channel, thus resulting in smaller channel capacity and high
interference to other systems.
18
In summary, the use of low-noise receivers allows greater utilization
of the orbital arc and reduced spacing requirements based on interference
presented to adjacent systems, hlowever, systems employing low-noise
receivers will have to be protected from other systems using considerably
higher levels of satellite radiated power. In addition, low-noise-temperature
aystenis will require use of those segments of the orbital arc which allow high
pointing angles to the satellite to limit the increase ill 	 noise temperature
due to rain.
No recommended standards for receiver noise temperature per se are
proposed since efficient use of the orbit and spectrum can be achieved by the
establislintent of other standards. For example, maximum permissible
interference power flux density will achieve the same result while giving the
system designer the desired level of flexibility in his selection of system
parameters and components.
4. Antenna Repointing and Receiver Retuning. The ability to reposition
a satellite arid/or reassign channel frequencies would increase the flexibility
of Administrations to make efficient orbital/frequency assignments as new
satellites are added in the future. This implies the need to repoint the earth
station antenna and retune the receiver' over the 11. ;-1.2.2 GI-Iz band.
The impact of such requirements on earth stations in the Broadcasting-
Satellite Service and even on some fixed-Satellite systems may be significant.
For systems with many earth stations, a small increase in unit cost could
result in a large increase in total system cost. Also, the adjustment of earth
station equipment could be complicated. It is recognized that a satellite
reposition will require an earth station repointing capability: in view of the
complications enumerated above and the service outage that will occur, the
number of satellite repositions should be minimized. For many of the same
reasons, the number of times an earth station must retune should also be kept
to a minimum.
The transmitter would also have to be retuned, but this aspect is not dis-
cussed here since such uplinks are not in the 12-GI-Iz band or even in the
Broadcasting-Satellite Service.
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5. Antenna Pointing Accuracy. The accuracy with which an earth station
beans is pointed affects the (1) signal level from the desired satellite, (21 inter-
ference levels at adjacent satellites, and (3) interference at the terminal via
undesired satellite downlinks. However. we do not recommend a performance
standard for this area, leather, the satellite EIRP and spacing between adjacent
satellites should be specified at values based on "good- earth station antenna
pointing practice and not im-reased to make up for the lack of pointing accuracy.
Further study is required to define "good" antenna pointing practice.
t
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Ill. SHARING CRITERIA CONSIDERING SAI ELLITE SYSTEM
SHARING WITH T'DRRCSTRIALSURViCXS
In Section II, sharing criteria and performance standards were discussed
considering orbital sharing; in Region 2 between the Fixed-Satellite (F-S)
Service and the Broadcasting-Satellite (B-S) Service, This section considers
other sharing situations, particularly as they affect or are affected by the two
satellite. services in Region 2. The sitcations include;
(.I i Fixed and Mobile
(2) Broadcasting-Satellite
(3) Fixed-Satellite
(41 Broadcasting-Satellite
(5) Broadcasting
(6) Fixed-Satellite.
( 7,) Broadcasting
Broadcasting-Satellite
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting-Satellite
Broadcasting
Fixed-Satellite
A. Sharing Between Satellite and Fixed and Mobile S ervices
"the interference paths to be considered here will be. those between tine
Fixed and Alobile (F&M) Services on one hand and both the Broadcasting-
Satellite and Fixed-Satellite Services on the other. Table 2 indicates the
possible interference paths. It also describes the present Radio Regulations,
if an)', controlling interference on those paths 	 Lastly, it sets forth, in
general terms, the controls or techniques or Regulations that should be
adopted to permit use of the band either on a primary or secondary sharing
basis.
Column 1 of Table 2 treats interference from the nixed and Mobile
Services to the Broadcasting-Satellite Service.
The interference path a l- 11. ;-12:2 GFlz is from r&M transmitters to
earth stations receiving from B-S. A circle in this column indicates that
some new Radio Regulation is needed. The interference paths will not cause
TABLI72
INTERFERENCE Pl%'I TIS
1. F& M -- B-S	 2. B-S F&M	 3. F-S --V&M
F&M	 WS
'^^ 
--^
B-S
Z^<— 
F&M
E-T]
zk F&M
From B-S transmitters
to F&M receivers
4	
-
Path:	 I I'ath:
From F&M transmitters
to earth station
receivers of B-S
Path:
Prom F-S tr•3nsmitters
to F&M receivers
1. No change needed
In U.S. and Canada
2. Make secondary in
region or only in
Mexico.
3. Establish PFD at
the border (see
Figure 2).
In U.S. and Canada,
F& M are secondary:
no PFD or other change
needed.
For other comntries
in Region 2 and for
Regions i =.nd 3, a
limit %could have to
be adopted for PFD
in those areas.
Now controlled by PFD
limits in bands other
than 12 (,Iiz
t RR 470N-47ONz).
In U.S. and C'ana(le
F&M ar y secondary:
no change necessary.
In other countries in
Region 2 and in Re^-Jons
I and 3, a limit would
have to he adopted for
PFD reaching those
areas, Situation simi-
lar to Column 2.
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TABLF; 2 (contd)
4. B-S	 13roadcast^ng
WS	 BI'.VAOCAST
RECEIVER
Interference possible in Regions 1,
2, and 3.
Treated in CCIR Report 631.
Possible solution: Protect broadcast
receivers to a certain level by es'ab-
lishing a PFD for B-S in areas, nd
on those frequencies within the band
^% , hc•re :'Administrations decide to have
terrestrial broadcasting (see
Figure 1).
6. F -S — Broadcasting
F-S
	
BROADCAST
RECEIVER
l^
Interference possible in 1'egions 1,
2, ind 3.
Not treated in CCIR Reports.
Less severe than rase 4 by virtue of
diffei^-nce in satellite TARP. 	 "Typi -
call y , F-S TARP = 42 dBNV (B-S
filing to the FCC). B-S I •; 'P - 63
dBW (CCIR Report 2, 5 1 . Difference
- 2! dBw.
'3V
5. Broadcasting — B -S^
TERRESTRIAL
TV TRANSMITTER
J
B-S
Interference possible in Regions I,
2, and 3.
Treated in CCIR Report h31.
Possible solution: Bar terrestrial
broadcasting from certain portions
of the band, if passible. Keep B-S
receivers at the necessary distance
from broadcasting stations in the
remaining portions of the band (see
Figures 3 and 4).
i . Broadcasting	 F- 5
TERRESTRIAL
TV TRANSMITTER
F-S
Interference possible only in
Region 2.
Not treated in CCIR Reports.
Less severe than Case 5 by virtue
of greater antenna directivity at
F-S earth station. Typically, a
5-m-diameter dish with first side-
lobe down 25 dB (B-S filing to the
FCC_.). At minimum elevation angle
of 16 degrees, maximum lain in the
horizontal rlane m-ill he l . 9 d13 ( B-S
filing). Possible solution: Cite F-S
earth station on a case-by-case
basis, taking; advantage of terrain
shielding; and interference
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relevision broadcast recesw	 -arious protected Jiedd strengths
Where:
T : Angle of discrimination at terrestrial receiver
y: Antenna, 3 dH heantwidth
Protection ratio: 36 dH
f: 12 GHz
Main beam gain, terrestrial antenna: 35 dH (06 m)
Terrestrial antenna discrimination: 9 + 20 log ( ^e G'o)
Note. -- A value for 9. of 2 . 9' is proposed in Report 215 .3 for a
12 GHz terr estrial broadcast receiver.
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FIGURE 2
Example of marimum acceptable interfering power flux-denslry at an earNr%ration receiver (individual reception t
Where:
p : Angle of discrimination at earth-.tation receiver
90 : Antenna, 3 dH tseamwidth
Barth-station antenna off- beam gain: 28 - 20 log (?1go)
f: 12 GHz
Nora. — A value for?„ of 2 4 i , proposed in Report 215-3 for a
12 GHz satc1lite broadcasting receiver for individual reception.
Note.	 I rgure. I end 2 are I tgures 4 and 5, respeelively, ut Repurl 631. CA' I.R. \111Th I'Irn.cr) A..rm )Iy. Ve,'amr \1. Geneva, 1975.
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Figure 4 and its caption should appear on page 26.
The footnote on this -age refers to Figure 3.
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harm in the U.S. and Canada because only the Mobile Service is in the band in
the U.S.., and it is on a secondary basis. Neither service is included in the
Canadian domestic allocation table.
Interference to earth station receivers in the B-S from F&M transmitters
could be harmful if the interfering transmitter is within approximately 300 km.
Thus, the only significant sources of interference to U.S. receivers would be,
in order of importance, from stations located in Mexico, Cuba, the Bahamas,
and Siberia.
To limit this interference, several solutions are possible!
(1) Have the international 'fable of Allocations amended at some future
Conference (1979 would be the first opportunity) to delete F&M from
the Table in all regions.
(21 Have the Table amended to make them secondary in Region 2.
(3) Have. Mexico delete these services or make them secondary in their
domestic table. (Interference from Cuban stations to Florida, and
Siberian stations to Alaska can almost be disregarded as
possibilities.)
(4) Reach an agreement with Mexico that no Fr -M stations will transmit
from any location with such power and direction as to generate a
poever flux density at the border greater than some agreed value.
If solution 4 is adopted, a I'FD on the order of -100 dBWJm2 is a
reasonable. value. This level is taken from CCIR Report 631, assuming the
minimum elevation angle of a 0.6-m-diameter earth station antenna as
20 degrees.
Colun n 2 of Table 2 treats interference from the B-S to the F&M. The
only interfering path is from the B-S transmitters to the F&hi receivers. If
the services are to share, a PFD !could be indicated. In the U.S. and Canada,
there being no primary sharing with F&hi, no PFD limit is necessary. A
PFD limit would be necessary in any country of Region 2, or in other regions
{	 27
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intending to use the band for F&M. Initially, the limit should be set as high as
possible to permit using earth stations with the lowest possible G"I, should
that prove desirable. Studies and subsequent system development may dictate a
lower optimum EIRP land, hence, a lower PI-D limitl to achieve better utiliza-
tion of the geostationary orbit by both B-5 and F-S.
Report 215 shows a level of about -100 dBAV/m 2 as the necessary flux for
individual reception in the 12-GI-Iz band. A PrD on this order might represent
a mininium objective.
Column 3 of `!able 2 treats interference from the F-S to the Fr.1%1. The
path is from F-S transtnitters to terrestrial receivers of the F&M, `Phis path
is now adequately controlled in bands other than the 12-Gl-lz band by Regulations
470N- ,170NZ, which establish PFD limits.
Insofar as the 12-GI4z band is concerned, the situation is the same as in
Column 2 of Table 2, dealing with interference from D-S to F&iti. Any PFD
limit adopted there would be adequate to permit operation of the V -S systems
B. Sharing Between Satellite and Broadcasting, S,—vices
The interference paths to be considered here will be those between the
Fixed- and Broadcasting-Satellite Services oil hand and the Terrestrial
Broadcasting Service on the other.
Column 4 of Table 2 treats possible interference from the Bioadcasting-
Satellite Service to the Broadcasting Service.
The preferred solution would be to assume that the angle of discrimina-
tion bet%keen the terrestrial receiver and the broadcasting satellite will newer
be less than some value (say, 0 j,00.10. as defined in Figure 1) and that
terrestrial service will be afforded a certain level of protection (say, down
to 70 dB,`I^^'/m), and to set the PFD accordingly (about -82 dBW m 2 , from
Figure 1).
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This limit would have to be observed in those areas and on those frequencies
within the band 11.7-12.2 GPIz where Administrations desire to implement the
Terrestrial Broadcasting Service, as they would be permitted to do under the
current Radio Regulations.
Column 5 treats interference from terrestrial TV broadcast transmitters
to earth stations receiving from Broadcasting Satellites.
If possible, certain channels within the band should not be used by
Terrestrial Services. This reservation of at least a few channels would permit
use by [lie Broadcasting-Satellite Service in a given area and would be the
space-age equivalent of the "clear-channel" concept that is in widespread use in
the United States, and perhaps in other Administrations, in the medium-
frequency (MF) AM broadcast band. Making only one assignment in a large area
of the country to a high-power broadcast station prevented the interference that
would occur due to the wide night-time range of MF stations. This concept made
clear AM reception possible in rural areas far from a local transmitter. The
less efficient use of such frequencies was justified on the theory that it was in
the public interest for all the people of the U.S. to be served by at least one
interference-free AM broadcast station. The barring of Terrestrial Services
from one or more channels for satellite use is the equivalent. In urban areas,
where the chance of interference from a terrestrial 'l.`, station or fixed
station would be highest, provision should be made for the reception of a few
for at least onel satellite channels. On other frequencies, receiving installations
would have to be located at a distance sufficiently far from terrestrial trans-
mitters to provide acceptable viewing.
Column 6 treats possible interference. from Fixed Satellites to TV broad-
cast receivers. Any solution for Case 2 will also provide the protection
necessary in this case because of the lesser EIRP of Fixed Satellites (42 dBw
for the proposed B-S system, compared with 63 dBW for a typical Broadcasting-
Satellite system, as shown in the system examples in CCIR Report 2151.
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Case 7 treats possible interference from terrestrial TV broadcast
transmitters to fixed-Satellite earth stations. This case is similar to Case b
but less severe because of the better antenna directivity to be expected.
Terrain and artificial shielding can Le used for this more expensive installa-
tion to permit them to operate (at their own risk) in the vicinity of terrestrial
`I'V transmitters. Interference cancellers, although expensive, could be
justified to permit separations less than would otherwise he possible.
F
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IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Suulmary of Section IL
In summary of the analyses and considerations discussed in Section 11 of
this report, !able 3 is presented. Each of the candidate arias for sharing
criteria and performance standards is listed and the conclusion drawn is
summarized.
IABLE 3
SUMMARY OF RESULT'S
Candidate
Sharing
Criteria
Page
Numbers Summary
Coll unlunicat toil
Svstr n 
Polarization 5 Use of orthogonal polarization recotn-
mended.	 Further study and experimenta-
tion necessary to define preferred
techniques and standards.
Cllaru:elization 11 No standard recommended at this tinge.
Qualit y of . CCIB. reconnnertdations exist.	 t t_Irther
cott4mull scat lolls study Indicated to determine wliether
at'tle'ndnlent or additions are necessary.
Eneryv dispersal ti No standard recommended. 	 Acceptable
levels of interference and or porter flux
density limits are preferred.
Modulation iVo standard should be adopted. 	 :',ccept'able
oethods let-els of it Gr rfe rence and or licmvr fIIIN
density Knots are preferred.
Acceptable le:'els lfi A basic sharing criterion. 	 F u• ther study
of interference requited to recommend standard.
Space Station
Satellite See A basic sharing criterion. 	 Further
spacing wG-L'- study regatred to recommend sl. ndard.
Report
Stationlzeeping 16 0.1 degree hinit reconn-iended for East-
%V'
	 control.
	
ror ":ortll -Souti -	 control,
	
no
limit is specified. howc—.'er,	 ttl.l degree or
the equivalent is suggested.
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TABLE 3 (contd)
Candidate
Sharing
Criteria
Page
Numbe rs Summa ry
Satellite 12 Capability to reposition recommended.
repositioning however, limit maximum required
excursion to *10 degrees and keep
number of moves to a minimum.
Out-of-band 13 No recommendation at this time.	 A
emission limits recommended limit to or from systems
in the 11.7-12.2 Gllz hand -,will he based
on studies	 ,ow in progress.
Cessation of 14 Capability to command cessation
emissions recommended.
Power flux 15 A hasic sharing criterion. 	 Not recom-
density limits mended at this time. 	 however, a limit
will likely he required in the future.
Antenna pointing 16 No value recommended at this time.
accuracy and Control of antenna sidelobes or PFD
antenna patterns limits outside service area may he
preferable.
l:a rth Station
Receiver 17 :'`o standard recommended at this time
interference for receiver selectivity. 	 When limits are
rejection set for out-of-hand emission by trans-
mitters, a complementary limit should
be established for receiver selectivity.
Antenna size and 17 No limit on size recommended at this
discrimination time.	 Reasonable sidelohe control is
suggested.
Receiver noise IR No standard recommended.	 l'FD limit
temperature is preferred.
	
Low-noise systems should
be protected from interference.
.Antenna repointinv 19 Capability is recommended: however,
and receiver number of changes should he minimized.
retuning
Antenna pointing 20 No standard recommended.
accuracy
Q
FB. Conclusion
'I he values for many candidate sharing parameters have not been specified
(and those 41,at have are preliminary) because of uncertainties in system
definitions, the services to be offered, and system characteristics.
As a result of the studies and efforts that are described in this report, Ute
following conclusion has been drawn:
Many system parameters should not be controlled or regulated
because control of more fundamental parameters will achieve tho
desired goal of sharing and efficient use of orbit and spectruttt.
"Ihese fundamental and interrelated parameters include power
flux density limits, satellite spacing, and acceptable levels of
interference.
C. Recommendations
'llie adoption of sharing criteria and performance standards involves a
complex situation where technical characteristics are interrelated with system
costs and require comprehensive analysis to determine the impact on system
performance, cost to implement, and iniproveiiient to be gained. Abe current
state of knowledge concerning Ube technical characteristics of domestic
coil rm_uti cat ions satellite s y stems which niav shat'_ the II.'-12.2 Gilz band,
particularly itt the Broadcasting-Satellite Service, is deficient front the point
of • 'iev. of making, specific recommendations for performance standards. In
fact, defimtive interpretation of the basic nature of the services to be provided
in the t% o service. areas is lacl mg. N`ith this in mind, the following recont-
"	 titrndations are set forth:
I I i Unambiguous interpretations of the definitions of both tlte. Fixed-
Satellite. and Broadcasting -Satellite Service sltculd be developed-
These interpretations should relate to the characteristics of the
Services to be provided in addition to postulated system character-
istics and their associated technical parameters.
t21 Comprehensive models of the technical characteristics of both
Fixed-Satellite. and Broadcasting-Satellite s y stems should be
developed.
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(3)
(4)
Detailed studies of candidate performance standards sh
conducted accordingly for system cost effectiveness and urbit;
spectrum utilization.
A procedure should be instituted to accommodate regional inputs to the
study and planning function.
Adoption of specific performance standards should be preceded by the
implementation and completion of the studies and definitions recommended
above.
u
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS Or OUT-OF-BAND EMISSIONS
To gain an estimate of the order of magnitude of the interference problem,
the following analysis is presented. Consider the interference created by a
satellite operating in the 11. 7-12.2 GHz band to a mobile service operating
in the band immediately below 11 .7 GHz. Five types of satellite systems will
be considered, the characteristics of four to be dewed from the first. The
five types of satellite systems to be considered are-
Type I Fixed-Service	 Wideband Digital
Type 2 Fixed-Service 	 Narrowband Digital
Type 3 Fixed-Service	 Second Generation
Type 4 Broadcasting-Service	 E1RP 55 dBw
'Type 5 Broadcasting-Service	 EIRP 65 dBw
The out-of-band interference causid by a Type 1 satellite system can be
estimated from
I PEAK = EIRP	 r PAS' - SL - SFS - BWR - CSTFE - FPS	 (1'MAX
where
IPCAE	 = peak value of out-of-band interference for a satellite
operating in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band [dB(W/m2/4kI-lz)]
CIRP MAX maximum value. of E1RP (dB14)
PAS' peak-to-average signal level IdB)
SL = spreading loss (dB)
SFS _ satellite filter suppression near the band edge (dB)
BWR - conversion factor from transmitted signal bandwidth to 4 kHz,
equal to If) log (BWj4000) (dB)
BV	 = signal bandwidth (I-lz)
CSTFL•"	 = earth station transmission filter suppression near band
edge (dB)
FPS
	 = peak value of first out-of-band sidelobe (dB)
r
fi
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Using the conversative parameter values presented + n "1"able.A-1, the
interfercnce is given by
I ; 	a LIRI	 - 10 log til^l^` - 1,51I	 (21EAK	 MAN	 4000
where Sl3W is the satellite bandwidth-
For a representative value of 1::1121} 45 di31ti for a 'I ype 1 T'ixed Service
and an effective signal bandwidth of 30 Nlitz, the peak interference is given
by
t
1F'LAIi 45 - 10 log 30t - 151	 tai
4 x 10
_ -175 dBOX'nt` e'4 kI-lzi
With reference. to Radio Regulation No. 470NIQ, tite power r , -ix density at
the eartli surface produced by emissions froth a space station in the Banc:
H. U25-11, 7 G1-1z is given by
Itin-band) MAX - -150 dB('X In  , 4 lee-T.,I	 14)
for angles of arrival 6 between 0 and 5 degrees,
itin-band'I MA ` 150 « "25 dl- '.iWC II 1 2 '41,Hzt
	 151
f,ar angles of arrival ty between 5 and 25 degrees,
Itin-bard)Mrl\ ` -140 d1d11' ui2 `4 101zi
for angles of arrival between 25 and =IU degrees.
t
TABLE A-1
CS"NNIATE OF OUT-OF-BAND INTERFERENCE
FROM A FIXED-S) RV10E SATELLITE
Parameter Value
Spreading; loss
-163 dB
Satellite. filter -5 dB
Bandwidth reduction (1)
-10 log l kHz
Peak-to-average level +3 dB
First out -of-band peak sidelobe t21
-13 dB
Earth stat i on transmission filter
effect (31
-3 d13
(11	 For a digital bit rate. (13.11.) using quadriphase- shift-keying
(QPSI:) modulation,
	 the effective signal band"ddtlf is
approximately B.13.;+`2	 x	 t.2.
(21	 For a wideband digital signal.
(31	 "Ile. net ef'`s.ct of the earth station filter and the "recon-
stitution"' U\' the nonlinear satellite. transponder.
Restricting the interference due to satellite operation in the 11.7-12 ? GHz
band to 10 dB l ess than the interference allowed for satellites operating in the
band belo^r 11.7 Gl-lz, the I(allo^cable) PEA1-, ' -155 dB(lt+ ,i'm2 4 I Hz) for a
minimum angle of arriv al of 15 degrees.
the margin for the "type 1 service is then 20 dB.
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Assuming that the Type service causes the same order-of-magnitude
of interference out-of-band, the margin is again+ _0 dB. Assuming a 10-dB
increase in EIRP for a second-generation Fixed-Satellite Service (Type 3), the
margin is reduced by 10 dB.
For a Broadcasting-Satellite Service (Type 4) with an EIRP MAX of 55 dBIV,
the margin is approximately 10 dB.
Finally, for a Broadcasting Service (Type 5) with an EIRPMAX of 65 dBW,
the margin is reduced to zero.
In conclusion, two points should be noted; (1) out-of-band interference
will generally be less than the peak value derived above and (2) for the worst
case presented, a Broadcasting Service with an EIRP of 65 dBIV, digital
transmission was assumed. If the more likely FM modulation is used,
approximately 10-dB improvement in the out-of-band emission is estimated
-, hen compared to a wideband digital modulation approach.
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